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"I always find beauty in things that are odd and
imperfect - they are much more interesting."
Marc Jacobs - American fashion designer

the "Perfect" workshop
by tessa bide (UK) for 5 - 12 yrs

STET Education is delighted to announce the visit of the young and talented puppeteer and actor
Tessa Bide (UK). Tessa will give workshops in schools and perform her original show Perfect in the
Netherlands.
The Perfect workshop can be booked alongside the performance, but also as a separate activity.
Join Tessa Bide in an interactive workshop exploring what it is to deal with feelings of expectation,
anticipation, disappointment, joy and acceptance - universal issues for young people.
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Information
Cost

€275 / 1 hour workshop - negotiable, discounts for more than
one workshop or performance + workshop package.

Date
Running time
Venue
Age Range
Audience members
Language
Performance

Wed 13, Thu 14 and Fri 15 February 2019
1 hour, 1,5 hours or 3 hours (to suit your needs)
your school or a location you provide
5-12 years
max one class / session
English (Tessa Bide is a native English speaker)
Perfect (5-12 yrs) performance can be booked separately. Discover
more information about the performance on the STET Education
page.

more about the workshop
This workshop complements the
performance of Perfect, and will address its
themes in more detail through performance,
puppetry, physical theatre, storytelling and
the creation of emotion through music.
Participants will explore the key themes of
sibling relationship and the idea of otherness.
This workshop is taught in English and is
adaptable for individual groups depending on
their skill-sets and level of learning.

Perfect - the performance
Perfect is a performance about a young boy meeting his disabled sister for the first time. A story of
anticipation and disappointment, acceptance, love, and the power of nature in our lives.
Click here for more information
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meet tessa bide
Bristol-based Tessa Bide is a puppeteer, actor, an experienced workshop leader and Arts Award
Advisor. Tessa started puppeteering and performing with renowned masters of children’s theatre
and puppetry, Stuff and Nonsense Theatre Company. In 2012, Tessa embarked on her own theatremaking career. She is passionate about delivering high-quality theatrical experiences to children
that inspire and excite but don't patronise. She aims to excite adults just as much as children.
Tessa has made four Arts Council England-funded productions: The Tap Dancing Mermaid, Arnold’s
Big Adventure, The Melody Makers, A Strange New Space and of course: Perfect.

Booking and more information
E: education@theenglishtheatre.nl
W: www.theenglishtheatre.nl/education
T: 0620-431919
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